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Collaborative Strategic Reading – High
School (CSR-HS)
CSR: Evidence-based intervention to improve
reading comprehension using cognitive and
metacognitive strategies to explore different
components of text, identify and summarize
main ideas and generate questions about the
material (Vaughn et al., 2013).
CSR-HS: Adapted from traditional CSR to be
generalizable across content areas to support
reading comprehension for high(er) functioning
students with ASD in HS by incorporating EBP’s
specific to autism (priming, prompting, selfmonitoring) to engage students before, during
and after the reading process (Reutebuch et al.,
2014).
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Goal Setting and Progress Monitoring
Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) - (Ruble et al.,
2012)

0

Method for measuring progress on an
individualized goal, objective or benchmark

1

Allows for individual progress to be
summarized across multiple students, goals,
or domains

2

Used together with objective measurement
and data collection procedures

3

Beginning with baseline performance, an
annual goal is determined with benchmarks
leading to goal attainment and beyond

4

Baseline

After listening/reading a passage the student is able to
identify 3 main points and copy them directly from the text

After listening/reading a passage and given a graphic
organizer, the student will identify 1 main idea from the
text and paraphrase it into a cohesive statement with 60%
accuracy with minimal prompting.
After listening/reading a passage and given a graphic
Secondary organizer the student will identify 2 main ideas and
Objective paraphrase them into a cohesive summary with 70%
accuracy with minimal prompting.
After listening/reading a passage and given a graphic
organizer the student will identify 3 main ideas and
Annual
Goal
paraphrase them into a cohesive summary with 80%
accuracy without prompting.
After listening/reading a passage and given a graphic
Exceeds
organizer the student will independently identify 3 main
Annual
ideas and paraphrase them into a cohesive summary with
Goal
more than 80% accuracy.
Initial
Objective
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Implementation of CSR-HS
Level 8.0 | Lesson 2

1. Identification of CSESA students struggling
with reading comprehension
◦ Reading to learn vs learning to read

2. Development of GAS goals for each student
3. Teacher training on intervention
4. On-going coaching and support
5. Fidelity measurements
6. Plan for generalization and sustainability
7. Follow-up investigation

Sputnik and the Space Race
Key Words
exacerbated

Exacerbated means made a bad or problematic situation even worse.

heightened

Heightened means increased or raised.

paranoia

Paranoia is unreasonable fear, suspicion, and mistrust of others .

tension

Tension is strain in a relationship or underlying conflict or hostility.

Level 8.0 | Lesson 2

8.0—Lesson 2

Sputnik and the Space Race

Story

Teacher Introduction 2 to 3 minutes
When Sputnik, the Earth’s first artificial satellite, orbited the planet on October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union was
Tell students
that ittraveling
is time for
the reading
assignment, using CSR–HS.
ecstatic and the United States was devastated. Sputnik, which in Russian
means “Earth’s
companion,
” was
the first man-made object in outer space. It was a 184-pound satelliteCheck
the size
of pairs
a basketball,
andnext
it orbited
in and have their materials ready.
that
are seated
to oneEarth
another
an elliptical path at 96-minute intervals. Sputnik made this orbit for several
until
it disintegrated
Remindmonths
students
that
they will workupon
with retheir assigned partner to use the before-, during-, and after-reading
entry into Earth’s atmosphere.
strategies, followed by a teacher-led wrap-up.
On the surface, Sputnik was a scientific accomplishment that Tell
advanced
space
to an
exciting
new Sputnik, the Earth’s first artificial satellite.
students
thatexploration
they will read
and
learn about
level. A closer look at Sputnik, however, reveals that the satellite was more
significant
as a symbol
politicallog,
tension
Ask students
to have
the text,oflearning
question stems, writing utensil, and pair checklist in front of them.
between the United States and the Soviet Union.
Remind students to refer to the CSR–HS graphic.
The Soviets launched Sputnik during the Cold War. The Cold War was a 45-year conflict between the capitalist
United States and the communist Soviet Union. These two superpowers did not coexist peacefully, because they each
wanted to be the world’s most influential nation. Each nation constantly tried to outdo the other militarily, politically,
Before Reading
2 to 3 minutes
and technologically. Meanwhile, an organization called the International Council of Scientific Unions declared that
Direct
studentssatellite.
to today’s
text,
and the Space Race.
July 1957 through December 1958 would be an optimal time to launch
an artificial
Both
theSputnik
United States
and the Soviet Union strived to be the nation to accomplish this feat.Tell students to look at the title, any pictures in the text, and the key words: “exacerbated,” “heightened,” “para” and “tension.
The United States concentrated its eﬀorts on a satellite callednoia,
Vanguard,
and the ”Soviet Union constructed
Highlight
the image
a model
Sputnik. With Vanguard far from ready, the successful launch of Sputnik
in October
1957 of
sent
a waveofofSputnik.
shock and
fear over the United States. In November, the Soviet Union exacerbated
America’s
anxiety
when itdemonstrations,
launched Sputnik
Provide
additional
pictures,
or short videos and ask students to visualize the topic in their mind.
II, a much bigger satellite that transported a dog named Laika into space.
In December,
thewas
United
States attempted
Explain
that Sputnik
the Earth’s
first artificial satellite. Tell students that they will read to learn about Sputnik
to launch Vanguard. However, the satellite exploded within seconds of
takeoﬀ.
The race
spacebetween
race wasthe
under
way,Union
and the
and
the space
Soviet
and the United States.
Soviet Union was winning.
Tell students that the key words are important to understanding the story. Then, briefly review the key words and
The triumphs of the Soviet Union severely heightened Cold War
America.
Americans
figured
theirparanoia
meaning.inHave
students
write the
words in their log.
that if the Soviets could launch satellites into space, they could launch military weapons at the United States. Many
Remind students to complete the first column of the checklist.
people saw Sputnik as evidence that the Soviet Union was technologically superior. For a number of Americans, this
fear did not subside until the United States became the first nation to put a person on the moon in 1969.
The space race continued for many years. The Cold War did not end until 1991, when the Soviet Union
During
Reading
10States,
to 12 minutes
dissolved and was divided into many countries, the biggest being Russia.
In 1998,
Russia and the United
in
conjunction with several other nations, became partners in the International
Spacethat
Station
International
Tell students
they project.
will readThe
Sputnik
and the Space Race (or part of the passage, depending on diﬃculty level).
Space Station was proof that Russia and the United States could successfully
in space exploration.
Quickly collaborate
review the expected
student behaviors for “fixing up” meaning:
Students identify and record words, phrases, or sentences they do not understand.
© 2013 The Meadows Center for Preventing Educational Risk, The
Universityfixofup
Texas
Austin parts through rereading, using a dictionary, and/or discussing in pairs.
Students
theatdiﬃcult
In their learning logs, students record the meaning of the parts they identified as diﬃcult to understand.

Quickly review the expected student behaviors for the true/false activity:
Students stop reading at the predetermined place in the text.
Students briefly discuss the true/false statement and record the statement and answer in their learning log.
If an answer is “false,” students discuss why it is false and rewrite the sentence on their log to make it true.
Students continue reading until the next stopping point and respond to the next true/false statement (if any).
© 2013 The Meadows Center for Preventing Educational Risk, The University of Texas at Austin
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Contextualization of CSR-HS
Structure:
1:1
2:1
Student-lead small group
Whole class

Technology:
Electronic Learning Logs
Google classroom
Actively Learn
Smartboard

Content:
CSR-HS materials
Biology curriculum
The Great Gatsby
California Written Drivers Test
Tween Tribune/Newsela
Achieve 3000/Read 180

Assessment:
CSR-HS multiple choice questions
Development of learning logs
Sophistication of summary
Student developed questions used for exams
Oral presentations
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Outcomes of CSR-HS
Reading comprehension

Comfort around opposite sex

Writing (identification and synthesis of key
facts; development of cohesive summaries)

Decreases in social anxiety

Question development (T/F, “WH-”)
Peer to peer social interactions
Confidence with reading
Oral presentation skills

Computer/technology/internet use*
Thinking outside of the box*
Releasing control/letting go*
Moving beyond the prescribed content*

Conversation skills
Expanded topics of interest/conversation
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Thank You!!!
Christopher Brum, Ph.D.
Department of Special Education
San Diego State University

cbrum@sdsu.edu
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